The effect of Titanium to carbon ratio (Ti / C ratio) on annealed grain size distribution in a 15Cr -!5Ni titanium modified 316 stainless steel has been studied. The alloy with a higher Ti/C ratio exhibited a lower grain size. An analytical method has been used to characterise the grain size distribution.
received attention in the literature is the effect of Ti/C ratio on annealed grain size in this material.
It has been reported (11) that to dissolve all the primary TiC precipitates in D9 the solution annealing temperature must be 1673 Κ or higher; a lower solution annealing treatment could result in a bimodal grain size distribution. Thus it is pertinent to document the effect of Ti/C ratio on the statistics of grain size distribution in annealed D9. The present paper is a first attempt in this direction.
EXPERIMENTAL
The chemical compositions of the two D9 alloys investigated are given in Table 1 . The nominal Ti/C ratio for the alloys are 4 and 8 and these alloys are designated as D94 and D98. The as-received materials were in the form of 30 mm rounds in the mill-annealed condition. These rounds were cold swaged to 25% reduction in area, and specimen blanks cut from these swaged rods were annealed at 1373 Κ for 1/2 h and water quenched.
Samples were prepared for optical metallography, by grinding followed by electrolytic etching in a solution of 60% nitric acid at very low current densities. This method of etching does not reveal twin boundaries (12) , thus ensuring that only grain boundaries are counted.
The linear intercept method (13) , was used to measure grain size, using a calibrated where Ν is the sample size and Xj is the j-th χ value (1 < j < N). These values are reported in Table   2 . The positive skewness values indicate asymmetric distributions with tails extending out to Table 3 . Student's t-test is applied considering both (i) the variances of the distribution are equal and (ii) the variances of the two distributions are significantly different. For both cases the significance levels are about 10' 10 , showing that the difference of the mean grain sizes for the two alloys is extremely significant. Results of F-test, testing the null hypothesis that the variances for the two distributions are consistent, shows the significance levels to be about 0.03. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the null hypothesis that the two data sets are drawn from the same distribution results in an extremely small probability, showing that the two distributions are different. However Kolmogorov-Smirnov test tends to be most sensitive around the median value, and less sensitive around the extremes of the distribution; it is thus good at finding the changes Kuiper's test for the hypothesis that the two data sets belong to same distribution Probability : 3 .56 χ 10"' in the median value, but is not always good at finding spreads which more affect the tails of the probability distribution. Kuiper's test is better suited for the latter circumstances. The results for this test also shows that the significance level for the null hypothesis that the two populations belong to the same distribution is insignificant. We thus conclude that the two grain size distributions are different, and in particular the means are significantly different while the probability that the standard deviation is the same is about 3%.
For recrystallisation annealed Ti and Al, grain size distribution has been found to follow a log-normal distribution (15) (16) (17) . The log-normal distribution is given by:
where dP is the probability density for the interval χ and x+dx and μ and ψ are the two parameters of the distribution. This distribution is peaked with a long tail on the more positive χ . Thus the skewness and kurtosis values for the present data set (Table 3) , are not inconsistent with such a distribution. In the following, we examine whether the two data sets follow the above distribution. In contrast to the previous graphical analyses, a fully nuemerical method is used for this purpose. For any chosen grain size x0, let i(xQ) be the number of samples with χ < x0. Then with sample size Ν , measures the difference of the computed and experimental cumulative frequencies for χ < x0 for chosen μ and ψ levels. In the conventional unweighted least square analysis, the μ and ψ would be so chosen so as to minimise Σ f (μ,ψ,χ^) 2 This method yields unbiased maximum likelihood estimates of μ and ψ, provided the errors are distributed normally with zero mean and identical standard deviations. However statistically more meaningfull μ and ψ are determined from a consideration of the statistic to be used for examining the significance level of the nodel equation.
In the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test the significance for null hypothesis that equation (2) (with the chosen μ and ψ values) describes the distribution for the data set is determined from the probability of observing a deviation greater than maXj ( ί(μ, ψ, x,) ). Thus chosing μ and ψ so as to minimise max ·} ( ί(μ ,ψ, Xj) ) would result in best agreement from the point of view of x0 f(H,f,Xj) = [/ dp (μ,φ) Table 4 . The results show that for D94 alloy (with Ti/C = 4), the grain size distribution can be considered to be log-normal with' a high confidence level ( 93-95%). The It is well known that solute atoms play a significant part in determining the rate of movement of grain boundaries during grain growth even at extremely low solute concentrations (18) . Solute atoms are assumed to segregate to grain boundaries during grain growth associated with recrystallisation and exert a drag force on the boundary which moves at the rate at which the solute atmosphere can migrate (19) . The lower mean value of the grain size for the alloy with the higher Ti to C ratio may be due to the increased amount of Ti in solid solution .
Conclusions
1. Ti/C ratio significantly influences the annealed grain size distribution in Alloy D9
2. The alloy with a higher Ti/C ratio exhibits a lower average linear intercept grain size.
3. The log-normal distribution describes well the data for the alloy with a Ti/C ratio of 4, and is less satisfactory for the alloy with a Ti/C ratio of 8.
